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S ignatures out of
equence on

Gold Certificate Proofs

by GENE HESSLER

D URING a visit to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
(BEP) I photographed some plate proofs of early gold
certificates. Only recently did I notice that two plate

proofs bear signatures out of sequence. What follows is, in my
opinion, the most logical explanation for these anomalies.

Register of the Treasury John Allison, along with the follow-
ing United States treasurers, had his signature engraved into the
plates of gold certificates as follows:

TREASURERS TERMS OF OFFICE SIGNED

F. E. Spinner April 3, 1869 - June 30, 1875 Series of 1870
John C. New June 3, 1875 - July 1, 1876 Series of 1875
A. U. Wyman July 1, 1876 - June 30, 1877 none
James Gilfillan July 1, 1877 - Mar. 23, 1878 none

Although A. U. Wyman was Gilfillan's predecessor, no gold
certificates that bear dates of his tenure have his signature.
Therefore, the preceding issue of notes was signed by John C.
New who preceded Wyman. The illustrated $5,000 note, with
signatures of Allison-Gilfillan, belongs to the 1870 series which
should have signatures of Allison-Spinner. The $1,000 gold
certificate, series of 1875, also with the Gilfillan signature,
should bear the signature of New.

In each of these two instances there could have been a plate
that was prepared without signatures. Early, large denomination
gold certificates were issued primarily for transactions between
banks and clearing houses. For convenience and the ability to
respond quickly to an emergency that required the printing of

one or two thousand notes, plates could have been prepared
without signatures.

The other explanation would involve the skill of peening.
With the aid of a peen hammer, plates already engraved could
be altered. It is likely "that the steel plate was first annealed to
soften it in the specific places. These places (in this instance, sig-
nature positions) were then peened from the back with a peen
hammer to raise the face so that when it was ground off it would
provide a smooth and polished surface for the entry of the new
engraving."'

Commencing with the first series of 1863, with two excep-
tions, there was a steady decline for the need of these gold cer-
tificates, as the following figures indicate: 2

SERIES
$100 $500

ISSUED
$1,000 $5,000 $10,000

1863 116,449 15,000 60,000 64,000 2.500
1870 48,000 36,000 46,500 21,000 20,000
1875 35,984 11,628 14,371 5,977 8,933

For each denomination the number of notes printed contin-
ued to decline during the first few issues of the subsequent series
of 1882.

The Panic of 1873, brought on by the silver problem, caused
specie payments to be suspended. In 1873 the market value of
the silver dollar was about 3 percent greater than the gold dollar.

The resumption of specie payments was decreed by the Act of
14 January 1875. Every attempt to repeal this act was defeated
until a clause. to do just this, was hidden in the Act of 1 January
1879.

The 1870 gold
certificates that
circulated had
signatures of Alli-
son-New, not Al-
lison-Gilfillan, as
seen on this proof
note.



This $100 proof
note, series of
1875. bears the
normal signatures
of Allison-New.
The portrait of
Thomas H. Ben-
ton was engraved
by Charles Burt.
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This 1875 proof
of a $1,000 gold
certificate bears
the out-of-se-
quence signa-
tures of Allison-
Gilfillan. The pa-
per has a stain
that suggests a
different hairline
for Alexander
Hamilton; Charles
Burt was the en-
graver.
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During the last days of the Allison-Gilfillan term there could

have been the prospective need for a small number of large de-
nomination gold certificates. The simplest way to solve such a
problem would be to retrieve old plates that had no signatures or
"doctor". those that did. Gold certificates with these signatures
were never issued, notwithstanding, plates were prepared.
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which denominations were signed, there must be an allowance
for a marginal difference that might affect the total for one of the
three denominations.

To return to the subject of signatures on bank notes. let us
consider what the BEP does today when new signatures are
needed. A plastic mold is made from an engraved plate, com-

By December 1878, Secretary of the Treasury John Sherman
brought the gold fund to $133,000,000, primarily through the
sale of bonds. On 11 December he suspended the issue of gold
certificates. 3 These suspended notes bore the signatures of
Allison-New. Under William Windom, Sherman's successor.
the Act of 12 July 1882 was passed; this act authorized that
issues of gold certificates be resumed.

At the U.S. National Archives the following came to my atten-
tion. Although it does not help to confirm or deny the reason (s)
these out-of-sequence plates exist, it does relate to the 1875
gold certificates and the number issued.

On 23 December 1875, Chief of the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing George B. McCartee notified James Gilfillan.
Cashier at the U.S. Treasury, to withdraw $500, $1,000 and
$5,000 gold certificates that were payable in New York.' The
following day McCartee received a communique from the office
of the Assistant U.S. Treasurer. Gold Certificates, as of that day,
were to bear "Series 1875," the numbering was to commence
with "one (1)." 5 The $100 and $1,000 certificates were released
on 15 January 1876, the $500 notes followed on 22 January.'

Further, the same letter states that the order does not affect
the "3,000 of 5,000" notes already signed. Until we know

plete except for signatures and probably series date. The appro-
priate signatures and series date are added to a single-note
plate. From this, 32 individual plates are made and then welded
together to form a 32-subject plate. This alto, or raised version,
is used to make the intaglio master. A considerable amount of
valuable time is saved by this method.

As to why the out of sequence signature of James Gilfillan ap-
pears on gold certificates of 1870 and 1875 we can only conjec-
ture. The foregoing offers two, logical explanations.
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